
Here is the procedure to follow if you don’t have access to the Internet.

Using your cellphone camera or digital camera, you will take several pictures of your home. In

order to ensure the quality of this work, you will need to follow these instructions closely. It is

important that the exposure level (lighting) of your pictures is adequate, and that every

element present in the pictures are clear. Once your pictures are taken and that you have

validated that they are of good quality, you must send them by email to the following address:

prevention@in-prev.com

Step #1

Outside pictures

- House Facade/Left side
o Position yourself in front of the house, and in one picture, photograph both the

facade and the left side of the building

- House Facade/Rightside
o Position yourself in front of the house, and in one picture, photograph both the

facade and the right side of the building
- Rear

o Position yourself in the backyard of your house, and photograph the rear of
your property. More than one picture can be taken if judged necessary

- Swimming pool
o If there is a swimming pool on your property, take one picture of it, making sure

that the entire pool is visible on the picture.

- Swimming pool access
o Take several pictures of the swimming pool, including the stairs, ladder, doors,

fencing, etc.
- Chimney

o If there is a chimney in your home, whether it is in service or not, in masonry or
prefab, photograph it. Make sure that we see both the base and the top of the
chimney in the picture

- Curbstones an foundation windows
o From the outside of the house, photograph each foundation windows and

curbstones.

- Sheds and outbuildings
o Take one general outside picture and one general inside picture of every

outbuilding (Shed, garage, etc) located on your property
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Step #2

Inside Pictures

- Common areas
o Photograph the common areas of your home, including the living room, kitchen,

dining room and basement

- Bathroom(s)
o Photograph each bathroom, including the laundry room

-Main heating system
o Photograph the main heating system (the one used in the winter months). If the

main heating system is electric baseboards heaters, photograph only one unit.

- Secondary heating system(s)
o Photograph each secondary heating system installed in your home, even if they

are not in service. Make sure that each individual system is completely visible
in the pictures. If necessary, more than one picture of a secondary heating
system can be taken. If a smoke pipe is installed on the apparatus, the entire
pipe must be taken in picture, from the apparatus to the main chimney.

- Fuel oil tank
o Photograph the fuel oil tank, including a picture of main oil feed line between

the tank and the burner. If accessible, photograph the tank nameplate.

- Electrical panels
o Photograph each electrical breaker and fuse panels

-Water heater tank
o Photograph the water heater tank, making sure that we see it completely (from

the floor to the top) on the picture. Photograph the nameplate of the water
tank. If the floor drain nearby and accessible, photograph it also

- Submersible water pump or sump pump
o If your home basement is equipped with these devices, photograph them.

- Commercial activities
o If commercial activities take place in your property (Nursery, hairdressing salon,

home office, beauty care center, etc.) photograph each of these work areas.

-Miscellaneous
o Photograph each element that you judge necessary to be present in this

inspection prevention report. For example: Collection items, wine cellar,
valuable objects, etc.


